
SHURA – CONSULTATION IN ISLAM 

I expect: -   pg # 51 

methods which discover the talents in the society some 

# by observing people's hobbies 

# by Organizing various competitions and shows 

# by Organizing extracurricular Olympiads 

I explain pg# 53 

As there is barakah (blessings) in shurah, secondly it is a quality of a 

good Muslim that he always does his work after consulting with others, 

thirdly to teach sahabah especially, & generally all muslims. 

 

54-I find a solution pg # 53 

Case #1- there is no need to consult someone as there is clear ruling in 

Quran regarding this issue. 

Case #2- again there is no need as this matter's being addressed well by 

Quran & Sunnah 

Case 3#- this is fine as according to one's personal issue he can consult.  

 

55 –pg #54  -iew:I form a v 

#1 No it doesn't represent shurah, it’s a kind of research, shurah mean 

when someone wants to take any decision & he needs experts' opinions. 

In this case he doesn't want to take any decision on the basis of their 

views. 

#2- no, again (same answer of case #1) 

#3- yes this is shurah, as after getting their feedback, they will take 

decision on the basis of their feedback. It will affect their decision. 

 

 

I explain pg# 56  



#1- the person asking for consultation; there is a chance of falling into 

trouble, happening any kind of mishap. 

 

#2- for consultant; he won't be able to express his talents, his skills can't 

be improved. 

I identify pg #57 

Qualities of a consultant:- 

# Sincere 

# Knowledgeable 

# Expert 

# Empathic 

# observing good communication skills 
 

I expect pg# 57 
 

Between spouses:- it will enhance their love & responsibility will 

be divided between them. 

 

Between brothers:- it will strengthen their bond, & create a 

friendly atmosphere in family. 

 Between parents & children:- it will create the environment of 

trust, love & kindness. 
 

 

I mention pg # 58 
 

-Etiquettes of shurah: 
Must observe the good communication skills 

Don't try to impose your opinion 

Don't try to hurt of humiliate some one 
 

 

pg# 59 Differences between shurah & democracy 
 

Shurah is basically consultation from experts about any issues to 

get different perspective & then trying to reach to the best 



solution. Here the person takes opinions from one or many 

experts & then he is the one who has to decide what is the best 

among all of them, sometime he can take the advices of many 

people & on the basis of all them he design an opinion that is a 

mixed up of all of them, or sometimes he can apply & implement 

his own made decision  

Whereas in democracy he doesn’t have the power to implement 

his own decision, he has to listen people & implement their 

opinion no matter if they are beneficial or not, 
 

  -Important note: 
 

(these all answers are from my side, if you need to rephrase them then you 

can, secondly please pay more attention to the book text especially concept 

of shurah, benefit, evidence from Quran & Sunnah, qualities of a consultant, 

methods & manners of consultation…. That all are present in book, in a very 

clear manner. 

All above answers are critical thinking & opinion based, so sometimes your 

answer can vary from my answers & that is pretty fine. Jazakumullahu khair.  

 

 


